EXPO SEGURIDAD MOVES ITS 2021 EDITION TO NOVEMBER

March 23, 2021, Mexico City.

Reed Exhibitions Mexico, organizer of Expo Seguridad Mexico and Expo Seguridad Industrial,
today announced that the events scheduled for July 6 to 8, 2021, have been postponed to
November 2 to 4, 2021 at Centro Citibanamex in Mexico City. This decision has been made to
guarantee that the events can take place under the best possible conditions.
Commenting on the announcement, Jorge Hagg, Show Director stated: “The well-being of all who
participate in our event remains being our number one priority. With this in mind, we have
rescheduled in order to allow more time for the situation to stabilize and for the vaccination program
to advance.”
The Show Director also highlighted that to protect the health and safety of all participants, the
company has been working hand in hand with international experts and the relevant public health
authorities to implement safety and hygiene measures and protocols at the event. In this context,
Reed Exhibitions has published its COVID-19 ‘Safety Shows’ Health & Safety Strategy, which
establish the “what” and “how” to reduce and manage the assessed risk of COVID-19 at its events.
For more information, please visit www.exposeguridadmexico.com/en-gb.html
Both Expo Seguridad Mexico and Expo Seguridad Industrial have been the benchmark meetings in
the region for business development around electronic and industrial security. “We know how
important is to keep the industry connected and updated so we will continue to offer high-level
meeting and learning options in virtual formats over the coming weeks”
“We invite our participants to keep in touch to know the news of our face-to-face editions, which
inaugural keynote will be presented by James A. Gagliano, retired FBI professional with a
quarter-century experience in mitigating criminal and terrorist threats. Among other topics,
James will talk about active shooter response, domestic and international terrorism, narcotrafficking
countermeasures, shared border concerns, and pandemic challenges”. Hagg added.
On behalf of Reed Exhibitions, the Director thanked all the exhibitors, partners, attendees,
suppliers, media, and staff. “Their trust and support drive us to build an even more robust business
experience, where our participants can generate valuable relationships in a safe environment”.
concluded Jorge Hagg.

